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Perils of Linked Lists 

• With linked lists, we are in charge of memory management, 
and we may introduce cycles: 
   >>> L = Linked_list () 

   >>> L.next = L 

   >>> L  #What do you expect to happen? 
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• Can we check if a given list 
includes a cycle? 
 

• Here we assume a cycle may only 
occur due to the next pointer 
pointing to an element that 
appears closer to the head of the 
structure. But cycles may occur 
also due to the “content” field     



Detecting Cycles: First Variant 

def detect_cycle1(lst): 
     s= set()#like dict, but only keys 

     p = lst 
     while True : 
          if p == None: 
               return False 
          if p in s: 
               return True 
          s.add(p) 
          p = p. next 
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• Note that we are adding the 
whole list element (“box") to 
the dictionary, and not just its 
contents. 
 

• Can we do it more efficiently?  
 

• In the worst case we may 
have to traverse the whole list 
to detect a cycle, so O(n) time 
in the worst case is inherent. 
But can we detect cycles using 
just O(1) additional memory? 



Detecting cycles: Bob Floyd’s  
 Tortoise and the Hare Algorithm (1967) 
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The hare moves twice as quickly as the tortoise. Eventually they 
will both be inside the cycle. The distance between them will 
then decrease by 1 at each additional step.  
When this distance becomes 0, they are on the same point on 
the cycle. 
 
 
 
See demo on board. 



Detecting cycles:  
The Tortoise and the Hare Algorithm 

def detect_cycle2(lst): 
     # The hare moves twice as quickly as the tortoise 
     # Eventually they will both be inside the cycle 
     # and the distance between them will increase by 1 until 
     # it is divisible by the length of the cycle . 
     slow = fast = lst 
     while True : 
          if slow == None or fast == None: 
               return False 
          if fast.next == None: 
               return False 
          slow = slow.next 
          fast = fast.next.next 
          if slow is fast: 
               return True 5 



Testing the cycle algorithms 
The python file contains a function introduces a cycle in a list.  
 
>>> lst = string_to_linked_list("abcde") 
>>> lst 
a b c d e  
 
>>> detect_cycle1(lst) 
False 
 
>>> create_cycle(lst,2,4) 
 
>>> detect_cycle1(lst) 
True 
>>> detect_cycle2(lst) 
True 
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Cycles in “Regular" Python Lists 
As in linked lists, mutations may introduce cycles in Pythons lists as 
well. In this example, either append or assign do the trick. 

>>> lst =["a","b","c","d","e"] 
>>> lst.append(lst) 
>>> lst 
['a', 'b', 'c', 'd', 'e', [...]] 
>>> lst =["a","b","c","d","e"] 
>>> lst [3]= lst 
>>> lst 
['a', 'b', 'c', [...] , 'e'] 
>>> lst [1]= lst 
>>> lst 
['a', [...] , 'c', [...] , 'e'] 
 
We see that Python recognizes such cyclical lists and [...] is 
printed to indicate the fact. 7 



Linked lists: types 

• Note that items of multiple types can 
appear in the same list.  

 

• Some programming languages require 
homogenous lists (namely all elements 
should be of the same type). 
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Linked data structures 
• Linked lists are just the simplest form of linked data 

structures, we can use pointers to create structures of 
arbitrary form. 

 

• For example doubly-linked lists, whose nodes include a 
pointer from each item to the preceding one, in addition to 
the pointer to the next item. 

 

• Another linked structure is binary trees, where each node 
points to its left and right child. We will see it now and also 
how it may be used as search trees.  
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(Rooted) Trees – Basic Notions 
• A directed edge refers to the edge from the parent to the child (the 

arrows in the picture of the tree) 
• The root node of a tree is the (unique) node with no parents (usually 

drawn on top).  
• A leaf node has no children. 
• Non leaf nodes are called internal nodes. 

 
• The depth (or height) of a tree is the length of the longest path from 

the root to a node in the tree. A (rooted) tree with only one node 
(the root) has a depth of zero. 
 

• A node p is an ancestor of a node q if p exists on the 
      path from the root node to node q.  
• The node q is then termed as a descendant of p. 
• The out-degree of a node is the number of edges 
• leaving that node.  
• All the leaf nodes have an out-degree of 0. 

10 Adapted from wikipedia 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parent_node
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Child_node
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_node
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Node_(computer_science)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_node
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Root_node
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Leaf_node


Example Tree 
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• Note that nodes are often labeled (for 
example by numbers or strings). 
Sometimes edges are also labeled. 
 

• Here the root is labeled 2. the depth 
of the tree is 3.  Node 11 is a 
descendent of 7, but not of (either of 
the two nodes labeled) 5. 
 

• This is a binary tree: the maximal out-
degree is 2.  

Drawing from wikipedia 



(Rooted) Binary trees 
• (Rooted) binary trees are a special case of (rooted) 

trees, in which each node has at most 2 children (out-
degree at most 2). 
 

• We can also define binary trees recursively (as in the 
Cormen, Leiserson, Rivest, Algorithms book): 

 
• A binary tree is a structure defined on a finite set of 

nodes that either 
- contains no nodes, or 
- is comprised of three disjoint sets of nodes:  

 a root node, 
 a binary tree called its left subtree, and  
 a binary tree called its right subtree  
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Size of Binary Trees 

• The number of nodes in a binary tree of 
depth h is at least  h+1 and at most  2h+1-1. 

 

• We will see the two extreme cases in the 
next slides. 
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Drawing from 
http://introcs.cs.princeton.edu/java/44st/images/bst-worst.png 

Totally unbalanced binary tree 

Each node has only one non empty subtree. The depth of totally 
unbalanced tree with n nodes is  h = n - 1 
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Drawing from 
http://www.personal.kent.edu/~rmuhamma/Algorithms/MyAlgorithms/Gifs/co
mpleteTree.gif 

Complete (Rooted) Binary Trees 
All the leaves are in the same level, and all internal nodes have 
degree exactly 2.  A complete binary tree of depth h has 2h  leaves 
and 2h -1 internal nodes.  So n = 2h+1 -1  

 

 

 

 



Binary Search Trees 

• Binary search trees are data structures used to 
represent collections of data items. They support 
operations like insert, search, delete, etc. 

 

• Each node in a binary search contains a single data 
record. As before, we will assume the record consists 
of a key and value. A node will also include pointers 
to its left and right subtrees. 

 

• The keys in the binary search tree are organized so 
that every node satisfies the property shown in the 
next slide.  
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Binary search property 
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node key 

Right subtree, all 
keys > node.key 

Left subtree, all 
keys  < node.key 

In each node, all the keys in the left/right subtrees are 
smaller/larger than the key in the current node, 
respectively.  



Example binary search trees 
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Only the keys (and the left and right pointers) are 
shown. The nodes also contain the value associated 
with the key, but these are not shown here.  

(for example, keys are IDs, and values  are  names.) 

Drawing from wikipedia 



Binary Search Tree: 
python code 

A tree node will be represented by a class Tree_node: 
 
class Tree_node(): 
    def __init__(self, key, val): 
        self.key = key 
        self.val = val 
        self.left = None 
        self.right = None 
 
    def __repr__(self): 
        return "[" + str(self.left) + \ 
                        " (" + str(self.key) + "," + str(self.val) + ") " \ 
                        + str(self.right) + "]" 
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Binary Search Tree: lookup 

In this version, a tree will be represented simply by a pointer 
to the root, and the operations on the tree will be written as 
functions.  Note that the functions are recursive. 
 
def lookup(root, key): 
    if root == None: 
        return None 
    elif key == root.key: 
        return root.val 
    elif key < root.key: 
        return lookup(root.left, key) 
    else: 
        return lookup(root.right, key) 
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Binary Search Tree: insert 
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We first look for the insert location (similar to lookup), and 
then hang the new node as a leaf. 

For example: 

Inserting into empty tree: 



Binary Search Tree: insert 
• Insert is written as a recursive function. The return value is 

used to update the left or right pointer that was None.  
• If the user inserts an element whose key is already in the tree, 

we assume that it should replace the one in the tree.  
 
def insert(root, key, val): 
    if root == None: 
        root = Tree_node(key, val)  # create a new leaf 
    elif key == root.key: 
        root.val  = val     # update the val for this key 
    elif key < root.key: 
        root.left = insert(root.left, key, val) 
    elif key > root.key: 
        root.right = insert(root.right, key, val) 
    return root 
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Binary Search Tree: Height 
• To analyze the time complexity of tree operations, we should first 

consider the shape of the tree.  

• Since most operations have to traverse a path from the root to 
some node(s), it is important to know how long such a path may 
be. So the height of the tree is an important  factor in its 
performance. 

• In particular, given the size of a tree n (the number of elements 
stored in the tree == the number of nodes ), the question is what is 
the height  h of the tree as a function of n. The smaller the better. 

 

• Worst case: when the tree is totally unbalanced, h = n-1 = O(n). 

• Best case: we have seen that when the tree is perfectly balanced n 
= 2h+1 -1,  so h = O(log n).  The height is O(log n) for trees that are 
not perfectly balanced, but are close to it. We call  them balanced 
trees (you will meet them again in the Data Structures course). 23 



Binary Search Tree:  
lookup time complexity 

• The lookup algorithm follows a path from the root to the node 
where the element is found, or (when the element is not found) to 
a leaf. 
 

• The time complexity of lookup is the length of the path from the 
root to the element we are looking for. 
 

• The best case occurs when the element we are looking for is in the 
root. So the best case time complexity is O(1) (and is not 
dependent on the shape of the tree). 

• The worst case occurs when we have to traverse a path from the 
root to a leaf. So the time complexity is the depth of the tree, and 
in the worst case (when the tree is totally unbalanced), it is O(n). 

• The worst time complexity of lookup in balanced trees is O(log n).  
24 



Binary Search Tree:  
insert time complexity 

The insert algorithm is similar to lookup.  
 
The best case is O(1) , for example when the element to be 
inserted is found in the root of the tree. 
 
In a balanced tree, the worst case time complexity of insert is 
O(log n).  
 
In arbitrary trees, the worst case time complexity of insert is 
O(n). 
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Binary Search Tree: Execution 
>>> bin_tree = None                   # represents an empty tree 
>>> bin_tree = insert(None, "b", 5)  # not in place 
>>> bin_tree 
[None (b,5) None] 
>>> insert(bin_tree,"d",7)   # in-place 
[None (b,5) [None (d,7) None]] 
>>> lookup(bin_tree,"d") 
7 
>>> lookup(bin_tree,"e") 

>>>                                         # nothing returned 
 
Note that when inserting to an empty tree, we must assign the result back 
to the variable pointing to the tree. 
This is not needed in later insertions, since the function mutates the 
relevant nodes. 
This unpleasant inconsistency can be removed using OOP (possible HW).  
 
Note the way the tree is printed (look at Node.__repr__  )  26 



Binary Search Tree: min 

To compute the minimum key in a tree, we need to go all the way to 
the left. For this, we maintain two pointers. (Alternatively, we could 
write a recursive function) 
 
def min(node): 
    if node == None: 
        return None 
    next = node.left 
    while next != None: 
        node = next 
        next = node.left 
    return node.key 
 

complexity? 
 

27 



Binary Search Tree:  
time complexity of min 

The time complexity of min is the length of the path from the 
root to the leftmost node. 

The best case occurs when the left subtree is empty (the left 
pointer in the root is None). In this case, the smallest item is at 
the root. The best case time complexity is O(1). 

The worst case occurs in a totally unbalanced tree in which all 
right subtrees are empty, (the tree is a “left chain”) so the length 
of path to the minimum is n-1, so the time complexity is O(n). 
The worst case in a balanced tree is O(log n). 
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Binary Search Tree: depth 
To compute the depth, we use a recursive function. Note that this is 
a non-linear recursion (two recursive calls).  A tree with just a root 
node has depth 0, so that by convention an empty tree has depth -1 

 

def depth(node): 

    if node == None: 

        return -1 #by convention 

    else: 

        return 1 + max(depth(node.left), depth(node.right)) 

  

Time complexity = size of the tree O(n). This follows from the 
observation that every node is visited once. We can also write a 
recurrence relation: T(n) = 1 + T(n1) + T (n2) where n1 and n2 are the 
sizes of the left and right trees, so that n1+n2+1 = n. T(0)=0  
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Binary Search Tree: size 

Computing the size is similar to the depth. Again a 
recursive function. 

 

def size(node): 

    if node == None: 

        return 0 

    else: 

        return 1 + size(node.left) + size(node.right) 

 

Time complexity = O(n), same as depth.  
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Binary Search Tree: Another execution 
>>> T=Tree_node(3,"benny") 
 
>>> insert(T,5,"amir") 
[None (3,benny) [None (5,amir) None]] 
 
>>> T 
[None (3,benny) [None (5,amir) None]] 
 
>>> insert(T,6,"samir") 
[None (3,benny) [None (5,amir) [None (6,samir) None]]]   # unbalanced 
 
>>> size(T) 
3 
>>> depth(T) 
2 
>>> lookup(T,2)    # nothing returned 
>>> lookup(T,7)    # nothing returned 
>>> lookup(T,3) 
'benny‘    
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Binary Search Tree:  
Concluding Remarks 

• A function to delete a node is a little harder to write, and is 
omitted here. 

• We can ask what is the average case time complexity of lookup 
and insert – this will be dealt with in the Data Structures course. 

• If we are able to make sure that the tree is always balanced, we 
will have an efficient way to store and search data. But we can 
observe that the shape of the tree depends on the sequence of 
inserts that generated the tree.  

• There are several variations of balanced binary search trees, 
such as AVL trees, and Red and Black trees, that insure that the 
tree remains balanced, by performing balancing operations  
each time an element is inserted (or deleted). This will also be 
taught in the Data Structures course. 
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Dynamic Data Structure: Dictionary 
Question: Is it possible to implement the three operations of insert, 
delete, and search, in time O(1) (a constant, regardless of n)? 
As we will shortly see, this goal can be achieved on average using the 
so called hash functions and a data structure known as a hash table. 

33 

(figure from Wikipedia) 

We note that Python's dictionary 
(storing key:value pairs) is indeed 
implemented using a hash table. 

keys hash function buckets 



Dynamic Data Structure: Dictionary 

In our setting, there is a dynamic (changing with 
time) collection of up to n items. Each item is an 
object that is identified by a key. For example, items 
may be instances of our Student class, the keys are 
students' names, and the returned values may be the 
students' ID numbers and grades in the course. 

 

We assume that keys are unique (different items 
have different keys). 
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Dictionary Setting 
• A very large universe of keys, U, Say students. 

• A much smaller set of keys, K, containing up to n keys. 

• The keys in K are initially unknown, and may change. 

• Map K  to a table , T={0,…,m-1} of size m, where m ≈ n, 
using hash function , h: U  →T  (h cannot depend on  K(. 

35 Figure from MIT algorithms course, 2008 



Implementing Insert, Search 
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Collisions of Hashed Values 
• We say that two keys, k1, k2 ϵ K collide (under the function h) if 

h(k1)=h(k2). 
• Let |K| = n and |T | = m, and assume that the values h(k) for 

kϵ K are  distributed in T at random. What is the probability 
that a collision exists ? What is the size of the largest colliding 
set (a set S  ⊃ K whose elements are all mapped to the same 
target by h). 

• The answer to this question depends on the ratio α= n/m . This 
ratio is the average number of keys per entry in the table, and is 
called the load factor. 

• If α > 1, then clearly there is at least one collision (pigeon hole 
principle). If α ≤ 1, and we could tailor h to K, then we could 
avoid collisions. However, such tinkering is not possible in our 
context. 

37 



Good hash functions? 
• A good hash function is one that: 

• Distributes element in the table uniformly (and deterministically!) 

• Is easy to compute (O(m) for an element of size m) 

 

 

• Are these hash functions good? 

 h(n) = random.randint(0,n) (for ints) 

 h(x) = 7   (for ints, strs,…) 

 h(n) = n%100   (for ints) 
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Good hash functions? 
• An example for a hash function for strings: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

• When we have some apriori knowledge on the keys, their 
distribution and properties, etc., we can tailor a specific hash 
function, that will improve spread-out among table cells. 

 

• Python comes with its own hash function. Normally, Python’s 
hash should do the job. 39 

def hash4strings(s): 

    """ ord(c) is the ascii value of character c 

          2**120+451 is a prime number """ 

    s = 0 

    for i in range(len(s)): 

        s = (128*s + ord(s[i])) % (2**120+451) 

    return s**2 % (2**120+451) 



Python's hash Function 

Python comes with its own hash function, from everything 
immutable to integers (both negative and positive). 
 
>>> hash("Benny") 
5551611717038549197 
>>> hash("Amir") 
-6654385622067491745 # negative 
>>> hash((3 ,4)) 
3713083796997400956 
>>> hash([3 ,4]) 
Traceback ( most recent call last ): 
    File "<pyshell #16 >", line 1, in <module > 
          hash ([3 ,4]) 
TypeError : unhashable type : 'list ' 

40 



Python's hash Function, cont. 
Python comes with its own hash function, from everything immutable to 
integers (both negative and positive). 
>>> hash(1) 
1 
>>> hash(0) 
0 
>>> hash(10000000) 
10000000 
>>> hash("a") 

468864544-  
>>> hash( -468864544) 
468864544-  

>>> hash("b") 
340864157-  

 
Note that Python's hash function is not “truly random".  
We intend to employ Python's hash function for our needs. But we 
will have to make one important modification to it. 

41 



Python's hash Function, cont. cont. 

What concerns us mostly right now is that the range of Python's 
hash function is too large. 
 
To take care of this, we simply reduce its outcome modulo m, 
the size of the hash table. It is recommended to use a prime 
modulus (for reasons beyond our scope). 
 

   hash(key)%m 
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Approaches for Dealing with Collisions:  
The First Approach - Chaining 

Chaining: 

43 

• How do we search an element in the table? 
• insert? delete? 

 
• The average length of a chain is n/m. 
• This is denoted the "load factor" (α). 

• if n = O(m), then α=O(1) 
• We don't want α to be too large or too small (why?) 
• This requires some estimation of the number of element we expect to be in the 

table, or a mechanism to dynamically update the table size 
• what is the average time complexity of search, insert, delete? 
• worst case? 



Python Code for Hash Tables 

• We will now build a class Hashtable in Python. 

• Possible representations? 
 
 

• We will use chaining for resolving collisions. 
 
 

• We will demonstrate it usage with elements which are simple 
integers first. Later on we will show another example with class 
Student. 
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Initializing the Hash Table 
class Hashtable: 

 

 def __init__(self, m, hash_func=hash): 

     """ initial hash table, m empty entries """  

     self.table = [ [] for i in range(m)] 

     self.hash_mod = lambda x: hash_func(x) % m 

 

 

 def __repr__(self): 

     L = [self.table[i] for i in range(len(self.table))] 

        return "".join([str(i) + " " + str(L[i]) + "\n"  

   for i in range(len(self.table))]) 
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Initializing the Hash Table 
>>> ht = Hashtable (11) 
>>> ht 
0 [] 
1 [] 
2 [] 
3 [] 
4 [] 
5 [] 
6 [] 
7 [] 
8 [] 
9 [] 
10 []  

 
Since our table is a list of lists, and lists are mutable, we should 
be careful even when initializing the list. 
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Initializing the Hash Table: a Bogus Code 
Consider the following alternative initialization: 
 

class Hashtable: 
 def __init__(self, m, hash_func=hash): 
     """ initial hash table, m empty entries """  
     self.table = [[]]*m 

  … 
 
>>> ht = Hashtable(11) 
>>> ht.table[0] == ht.table[1] 
True 
>>> ht.table[0] is ht.table[1] 
True 
 
The entries produced by this bogus __init__ are identical. 
Therefore, mutating one mutate all of them: 
 
>>> ht.table[0].append(5) 
>>> ht 
0 [5] 
1 [5] 
… 
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Dictionary Operations: Python Code 

class Hashtable: 

… 

 

 def find(self, item): 

        """ returns True if item in hashtable, False otherwise  """ 

        i = self.hash_mod(item) 

        if item in self.table[i]: 

  return True 

        else: 

            return False 

 

 

 

 def insert(self, item): 

        """ insert an item into table """ 

        i = self.hash_mod(item) 

        if item not in self.table[i]: 

            self.table[i].append(item) 

48 

return item in self.table[i]  



Example: A Very Small Table 
(n = 14, m = 7) 

In the following slides, there are executions construct a hash 
table with m = 7 entries. We'll insert  n = 14 students' record in 
it and check how insertions are distributed, and in particular 
what is the maximum number of collisions. 
 
Our hash table will be a list with m = 7 entries. Each entry will 
contain a list with a variable length. Initially, each entry of the 
hash table is an empty list. 
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Example: A Very Small Table 
(n = 14, m = 7) 

>>> names = ['Reuben', 'Simeon', 'Levi', 'Judah', 'Dan', 

'Naphtali', 'Gad', 'Asher', 'Issachar', 'Zebulun', 'Benjamin', 

'Joseph', 'Ephraim', 'Manasse'] 

 

>>> ht = Hashtable(7) 

 

>>> for name in names: 

     ht.insert(name) 

 

>>> ht #calls __repr__ 

     (next slide) 
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Example: A Very Small Table 
(n = 14, m = 7) 

>>> ht 

0 [] 

1 ['Reuben', 'Judah', 'Dan'] 

2 ['Naphtali'] 

3 ['Gad', 'Ephraim'] 

4 ['Levi'] 

5 ['Issachar', 'Zebulun'] 

6 ['Simeon', 'Asher', 'Benjamin', 'Joseph', 'Manasse'] 
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Example: A slightly larger table 
(n = 14, m = 21) 

>>> names = ['Reuben', 'Simeon', 'Levi', 'Judah', 'Dan', 

'Naphtali', 'Gad', 'Asher', 'Issachar', 'Zebulun', 'Benjamin', 

'Joseph', 'Ephraim', 'Manasse'] 

 

>>> ht = Hashtable(21) 

 

>>> for name in names: 

     ht.insert(name) 

 

>>> ht #calls __repr__ 

     (next slide) 
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Example: A slightly larger table 
(n = 14, m = 21) 

>>> ht 

0 [] 

1 [] 

2 [] 

3 ['Ephraim'] 

4 [] 

5 ['Issachar'] 

6 ['Benjamin'] 

7 [] 

8 ['Judah'] 

9 ['Naphtali'] 

10 [] 

11 [] 

12 ['Zebulun'] 

13 ['Manasse'] 

14 [] 

15 ['Reuben', 'Dan'] 

16 [] 

17 ['Gad'] 

18 ['Levi'] 

19 [] 

20 ['Simeon', 'Asher', 'Joseph'] 
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Collisions' Sizes: Throwing Balls into Bins 
We throw n balls (items) at random (uniformly and independently) 
into m bins (hash table entries). The distribution of balls in the bins 
(maximum load, number of empty bins, etc.) is a well studied topic 
in probability theory. 
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The figure is taken from a manuscript titled “Balls and Bins -- A Tutorial", 
by Berthold Vöcking (Universität Dortmund). 



A Related Issue: The Birthday Paradox 
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(figure taken from 
 http://thenullhypodermic.blogspot.co.il/2012_03_01_archive.html) 



The Birthday Paradox and  
Maximum Collision Size 

• A well known (and not too hard to prove) result is that if we 
throw n balls at random into m distinct slots, and                
then with probability about 0.5, two balls will end up in the 
same slot. 

• This gives rise to the so called ”birthday paradox" - given 
about 24 people with random birth dates (month and day of 
month), with probability exceeding 1/2, two will have the 
same birth date (here m = 365 and                                      ) 
 

• Thus if our set of keys is of size                         two keys are 
likely to create a collision. 

• It is also known that if n = m, the expected size of the largest 
colliding set is ln n/ln ln n. 
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Collision Size – for reference only 

Let |K| = n and |T | = m. It is known that 

• If                   , the expected maximal capacity (in a single 
slot) is 1, i.e. no collisions at all. 

• Sublinear: If                                          , the expected maximal 
capacity (in a single slot) is O(1/ε). 

• Linear: If n = m, the expected maximal capacity (in a single 
slot) is   ln n / ln ln n. 

• Superlinear: If n > m, the expected maximal capacity (in a 
single slot) is n/m + ln n/ ln ln n. 
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